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Color

Fonts

Type

H3 - Tertiary Heading

Header 1

Header 2 - Subhead

color:#FFFFFF;
font-size:28px;
line-height:36px;
font-weight:600;
font-family:spotify-circular;

color:#FFFFFF;
font-size:72px;
line-height:80px;
font-weight:600;
font-family:spotify-circular;

color:#FFFFFF;
font-size:36px;
line-height:44px;
font-weight:600;
font-family:spotify-circular;

color:rgba(255,255,255,.6);
font-size:28px;
line-height:36px;
font-weight:600;
font-family:spotify-circular;
transition:color .2s linear;
:hover{

color:#FFFFFF;
}

color:rgba(255,255,255,.6);
font-size:28px;
line-height:36px;
font-weight:200;
font-family:spotify-circular;
transition:color .2s linear;
:hover{

color:#FFFFFF;
}

color:rgba(255,255,255,.6);
font-size:14px;
line-height:20px;
font-weight:200;
font-family:spotify-circular;

Paragraph Style: Maverick musician and producer Dean Blunt, a 
London (Hackney) native born Roy Nnawuchi, played bass in 
Graffiti Island prior to making bigger waves with Inga Copeland as 
Hype Williams. The duo was classified as chillwave and as 
hypnagogic pop, two terms Blunt rejected. From 2009 through 2012, 
Hype Williams released a handful of albums and several singles 
and EPs, where material ranged from lo-fi house to noisy collages 
with equally whimsical titles.

Always white on colored background

Top Level Header
Always white on colored background

Secondary level header

Denotes a link to spotify curated music 
and sections of “your library”.

Denotes a link to a custom spotify 
playlist

Paragraph Style used for playlist 
descriptions and artist about sections.

Imagery

#1DB954
R29 G185 B54

#1ED760
R30 G215 B96

R255 G255 B255 A.6 always on black
hover: #FFFFFF

#191414
R25 G20 B20

#FFFFFF
R255 G255 B255

Primary

Fallback 1

Fallback 2

Helvetica Neue
Arial

Banner

Album Art

Spotify Charts Playlist

Artist/User Profile Image

Non Descript
Non Distracting
Low Saturation
Captures the mood of the playlist/artist
Fades into background 

Exactly as the album art is, no cropping, 
overlays, etc.

Duotone Image/Icon
Gradient Overlays or split into two colors

Always Circular
Original Imagery with no overlays

Primary Nav Item

Scondary Nav Item

 Symbols

Icons

Logo

The Spotify logo should never be smaller than 70px in digital or 20mm in print.

The Spotify Icon is never to be smaller than 21px in digital or 6mm 
in print

Elements

Social Media

Users

Copy

Responsive Design

Primary CTA

Music Conntrol

Secondary CTA Tertiary CTA

play play play

font-family: circular-spotify;
font-size:11px;
padding:11px 44px;
background:#1DB954;
color:#FFFFFF;
font-weight:200;
transition: all .05s cubic-bezier(0.3, 0, 
0.7, 1);
:hover{

transform: scale(1.06);
background: #1ED760;

}

width: 224px;
display:flex;
justify-content:space-between;
.button{

color:rgba(23, 23, 23, 0.7);
hover{

rgb(255,255,255);
}

font-family: circular-spotify;
font-size:11px;
padding:11px 44px;
background:rgba(23, 23, 23, 0.7);
border: 2px solid rgb(160, 160, 160);
color:#FFFFFF;
font-weight:200;
:hover{

transform: scale(1.06);
border: 2px solid rgb(255,255,255);

}

font-family: circular-spotify;
font-size:11px;
padding:11px 44px;
background:#1DB954;
color:#FFFFFF;
font-weight:200;
transition: all .05s cubic-bezier(0.3, 0, 
0.7, 1);
:hover{

transform: scale(1.06);
}

Spotify is active on all major social media platforms, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and yes even google plus.

Spotify uses these social media platforms in addition to their branded imagery (the imagery that appears on the site/app often 
as the backgrounds of Spotify curated playlists) as well as artist images to promote their newest releases and curated content.

Spotify is also in many ways a social media platform itself, it unites many users with their shared passion for music and 
encourages them to create and share playlists with one another, thus digitizing the mixtape culture of yesteryear.

Although there is not much information about Spotify’s users on their site or online it seems that their target audience is 
educated Millennials. I say this because Spotify offers discounts to students with .edu email addresses many of which are 
college students. Another reason I feel this is the case is that Spotify’s UI is not particularly “Grandma Friendly” meaning that it 
seems to be designed for digital natives that are used to complicated dashboards and value functionality over simplicity, 
something that non tech savvy individuals outside of the Millennial generation often struggle to work with. 

An independent study also has shown that the majority (62%) of Spotify’s users are between the ages of 13 and 29 which 
covers the majority of millennials as well as the older members of gen Z. In addition to that figure 72% of Spotify’s streams 
come from Millennials, even though millennials (excluding gen Z) only make up about 1/3 of the total user base. 

Lastly Millennials make up the largest section of the tech market and spend more on electronics than any other generation at 
the moment so it only makes sense for Spotify to target them.
Most of the copy on Spotify is purely descriptive as clarity is a key aspect of their service, if users can’t figure out what a 
playlist is they likely won’t listen to it. The other copy on the site is usually artist and playlist descriptions which are upbeat, 
encouraging, and attempts to introduce users to uncommon facts thus making them feel furter connected to the music.

On mobile Devices there is no responsive elements to Spotify as the app does not support portrait orientation.

On the Desktop site the website shrinks to narrower version of itself as most sites do in a responsive environment, however 
the site gets more and more difficult to use and the functionality decreases as if it is trying to encourage users to take 
advantage of the desktop or mobile apps. The Desktop app also only shrinks until the content would have to break into a new 
line and then it does not allow the user to go any smaller.

Attached below are various the mobile and tablet views of the desktop site.

Mobile Version of desktop site, as you can see there is much less content and 
functionality for the user to take advantage of, although the app still works. 

The tablet sized version of the website, here you can see that you have the same 
options as you do on the mobile site, but the layout is a bit more spread out.


